Honda del sol brake light switch

Repair guides and support for the 5th generation Honda Civic, first released in late As soon as i
turn on the car the light goes on, and even when i drive the parking brake still stay on. In that
year Civic you should check your brake fluid. The e-brake light comes on when the fluid is low
in that car. I installed a new master cylinder and all new brake fluid, the light still stayed "On.
The sensor will not turn "Off" the dash indicator light until the float is well above the "maximum
brake fluid level line. Luke VaderSon. On the actual break peddle there is a piece of plastic that
will break overtime from the heat. When this breaks there is nothing for the button to press
which would leave the lights on. This was the problem in my case. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers
Index. Why is the parking light is always on? How do i get it off? The Hand brake is down
released. Answer this question I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a
good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 2. Most Helpful Answer. Regards Frank. Was this
answer helpful? Score 3. Steve Rep: 13 1. Could be a faulty MaterCylnder Fluid Level switch ,
there is a switch with a plug on the MasterCylnder somtimes thay go bad and thay are simple to
replace. Score 1. Luke VaderSon Rep: 1. Score 0. Add your answer ramza will be eternally
grateful. View Statistics:. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only.
Product Features:. Fitment Chart:. For Honda. For Acura. Package Included:. Package handling
takes about 2 business days at our warehouse, so please make sure entering correct payment
and shipping information before checking out. Once your payment is completed, we are not
going to accept any more changes to your order. Local pick up is not available. Orders to the
rest of world may be shipped out from our warehouse in HongKong. International Buyers C
Please Note: a. Import duties, taxes and charges are not included in the item price or shipping
charges. These charges are the buyers responsibility. We only accept payment through PayPal.
You can open a Paypal account at All of our brand new items come with a Days money-back
guarantee. We define the item as defective only if it doesn't function as described, It is the
buyer's responsibility to understand the item description before bidding. Man-made damage by
abuse or wrong operation is not covered by this warranty. No product liability insurance is
assumed. Refunds will be credited within 5 to 7 business days of receiving the return. When
we've received and processed the return, we will refund the applicable amount minus any
Recovery Fees See Details Below for the amount you paid for the item s , plus any applicable
sales tax. Q: How do I pay for my purchase? A: MY store accepts PayPal. Q: When will the item
be shipped out? A: This item will be shipped with 2 business day once payment completed. Q:
Where is my tracking number? Q: How do I return an item? A: My tore accepts returns. Items
must be returned within 60 days. Refunds will be given as money back. Please contact our
customer service before you return an item. We will leave positive feedback once we get your
payment. If you are satisfied with the product you received, please leave us positive feedback
and 5 scores DSR. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information topcn-autoparts
Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. List price:.
What does this price mean? You save:. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does
not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime
Member. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Ontario, California, United States.
Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This
amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from
this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy
It Now, you'll only be purchasing this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've
selected to qualify for this offer, close this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only
this item Close this window. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is
for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We

were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with
this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This
part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching
this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have
been provided by topcn-autoparts. Search within store. Items On Sale. Timing Belt Kits. Timing
Chain Kits. Cylinder Head Gasket Sets. Air Suspensions. Store Home. Ignition Coils. Wheel Hub
Bearing. Wheel Adaptor. Exhaust System Parts. Oxygen Sensor. Towing mirrors. Fuel pump
assembly. Lift supports. Interior Light. Exterior Light. Key or key case. Cylinder Piston Gasket
Kit. CV Axle. Door handle. LED Lighting. Regulator Rectifier. AC Compressor. Brake system.
Window Switch. Window Regulator. Side Fender marker. Leveling Lift Kit. Car Cover. Fuel
Injector. Automotive Tools. License Plate Frame. Windshield Wiper Motor. Thermostat Housing.
Radiator Coolant Tank. Fuel Tank Pipe. Valve Cover. Door Lock Actuator. Power Steering Pump.
Timing Solenoid Valve. Electric Water Pump. Water Pumps. Oil Pump. Strut Tie Bar. Tire
Pressure Sensor. Throttle Body. Harmonic Balancer. Oil Pan. Motorcycle Carburetor. Urea
Pump. EGR Valve. Intake Manifold. Cooling Fan. Cooling Fan Clutch. Oil Cooler. Wheel Lock.
Gas Can Spout. Starter Relay Solenoid. Cab Marker Light. Parking sensor. Car Antenna. PTO
Clutch. Intake Exhaust Valves. Vacuum Pump. Purge Valve. Knock Sensor. Clock Spring.
Crankshaft Position Sensor. Camshaft Position Sensor. MAP Sensor. Oil Pressure Sensor.
Throttle Position Sensor. Catalytic Converter. Transfer Case Shift Motor. Secondary Air
Injection Pump. Running Board Motor. Clutch Slave Cylinder. Roof rack. Tire Pressure Gauge.
Steering Rack. Air Diesel Heater. Wiring Harness. Spark Plug Ignition Wire. Engine Mount. Glow
Plug. Air Cleaner Filter Box. Ignition Coil Distributor. Cylinder Piston Kit. LED Package Light.
Pressure Tester Gauge. Jack Stands. Tire Changers. Wheel Lug. Sun Visor. ATV Brake Caliper.
Car Carburetor. EGR Tube Pipe. Air Intake Hose. Cold Air Intake Kit. Oil Catch Can Tank.
Crankcase Vent Valve. Heater Control Valve. Steering U-Joint. Fuel Shut Off Solenoid. Fuel Cell
Tank. Height Level Sensor. Temperature Sensor. Vacuum Actuator. Air Ride Suspension Valves.
Radiator Hose. Release Cable. Ballast module. Rubber Seal Strip. Removal Open Tools. Rocker
Arm. Trailer Adapter. Battery Switch. Rotary Vane Vacuum Pump. Throttle Cable Carb Bracket.
Oil Filter Wrench. Oil Fuel Hose Line. LED headlight Assembly. Instrument Light. Foot Rest
Pedal. O Ring. Neutral Safety Switch. Oil Transter Pump. Instrument lights. Strut Mount. Wheel
Stem Air Valve Cap. Crankcase Breather Filter. Intercooler Pipe Kit. Heater Cores. RV Water
Pump. Fuel Pressure Regulator. Light Bar Mount Bracket. Steering Shaft. Steering Wheel.
Steering Wheel Hub. Steering Gear Box. Hydraulic Hand Brake. Proportioning Valve. Alternator
Bracket Kit. Window Glass Hinge. Other Golf Cart Parts. Crankshaft Pulley. Steering Knuckle.
Recoil Starter Pull Start. ATV Tires. Tire Inflator Air Pump. Brake Line Lock Kit. Fender Flares.
Hood Latch Lock. Tonneau Cover. Bug Shield. Front Bumper Lip. Brake Line Tubing Kit. Kick
Start Starter Lever. Fuel Switch Valve. Garden Water Pump. Switch Panel. Car Window Film Tint
Tools. Ignition Wires. Cargo Cover. Leaf Springs. Other Motorcycle Parts. Hub Caps. Motorcycle
Exhaust Pipe. ATV Ignition Switch. Rear View Camera. USD For Ford F Expedition 5. Copyright
of Topcn-autoparts. All rights reserved. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request
shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 2.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to
Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return
policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home
page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Connector
Gender:. Mounting Hardware Included:. Terminal Gender:. Terminal Quantity:. Terminal Type:.
Grade Type. Connector Quantity. Connector Shape. Wiring Harness Included:. Adrian has been
a diesel and auto mechanic for 7 years. He is also a veteran and the recipient of the Driver and
Mechanic badge. If you are the owner of a Honda or an Acura and find that your brake lights
won't turn off, even after removing the key, I'm happy to say the solution is usually simple and
cheap. When you press down on the brake pedal, a brake pedal switch bumper on the top of the
pedal assembly moves away from a plunger, activating the brake light switch. It is highly likely
that a deteriorated or missing brake pedal switch bumper is the cause of your problem. The first
step is to examine the floorboard beneath the pedals. There, you will almost certainly find
crumbles of blue or yellowish rubber that is broken and dry. These crumbs are a clue that your
brake pedal switch bumper has succumbed to old age and causing your brake light problem.

When age and heat get the best of the bumper, it cracks and falls out of place. With no bumper
in place, the brake light switch has nothing to keep it in place, so the circuit remains open. To
confirm this is the problem, slide your hand up along the brake pedal until you find an empty
hole. If your brake pedal switch bumper is broken or missing, you will need a replacement brake
pedal switch bumper. Go to an auto parts store or Honda dealership and ask for a brake pedal
switch bumper. You may have to buy a rubber bumper assortment , which will also do the job.
The assortment will come with a number of bumpers, but the one that you will need will be
flanged with a flat, round top pictured below. A broken brake light switch bumper is the likeliest
cause of Honda or Acura brake light issues, but sometimes a broken brake light switch is the
culprit. If, feeling along the brake pedal, you find that the rubber brake light switch bumper is in
place, press the pedal and manually push the plunger on the brake light switch. Sometimes the
plungers stick and require a bit of lubrication, but other times the spring inside the brake light
switch assembly can break. To do this, you will need to:. Content is for informational or
entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional
advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. Thank you for posting this. I would
have never figured this issue out with my Honda Pilot. Only take me a couple of minutes after
buying the rubber stopper at the auto parts store. Thank you so much! Blue plastic pieces
detective work and everything! You saved me a trip to the mechanic for a diagnosis of the
problem! An easy fix once I read about the problem. You were absolutely right and thank you so
much! I am 5' 3", with short arms. I grabbed a hadite block and wedged the brake pedal down to
free up both hands. Worked perfectly!!! Thanks so much The advice about cutting off the end of
the too-long plastic bumper was especially helpful. Thank you so much. You saved me lots of
money. The auto supply did not have the rubber bumpers but I found a plastic body clip with a
flat top that fit and did the job perfectly. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping
experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things
that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site
maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple
techniques to diagnose the problem. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s.
Designing was very competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased
dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car was born. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you
without your ride and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on
the electronic fuel injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered
cars. Here are eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV
campers know what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle
helmets are trendy items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you want for
yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to set your
tire pressure for the best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your
car? You'd be surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes will shock you.
Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can make some
repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government released the horrible
Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to start selling
classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again. If you're
thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand. Discover
why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying
the type of noise and when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission problem. Auto
Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles.
Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Related Articles. By Don
Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Jerry Fisher. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By
John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. During the process of
searching for and buying my car, I found several somewhat to very common issues among Del
Sols. Let's face it, these cars are getting up in years and as such can display some common
"undesired features". Door armrest vinyl has shrunk and pulled away or cracked where people
arms naturally rest on the door panels. Both sides. They will show cracks, chunks missing, etc
Trunk water leaks due to the seals on the rear sail panels or tail lights going bad. Pull the trunk
liner aside if you can and look for signs of water sitting or a musty smell. Similar issues can
happen with the 3rd brake light trim panel and water can leak into the rear cabin. You'll notice a
smell if this has been happening long. Check under the trunk spare tire cover for rust while you
are in the trunk. Pull the cover all the way out if you can. Pay close attention to the most forward
part of the trunk floor where the cab meets the trunk floor. Rust here can be a big issue if
allowed to get bad. Antennas broken off seem to be common and it's a bit of a bear to replace
because it's in a tight spot in the body, although not expensive through DS Tuning. Power
antenna was an accessory that seems to be rare. Shift forks get bent from abuse. It's an

expensive fix due to the labor involved. Door triangle window frames, the black painted parts,
seem to rust out from the bottom up on some cars. Door lock mechanisms can get stiff and in
need of lubrication and possibly rebending some rods that have "stretched" over time. Clips are
very inexpensive and not very difficult to replace. Fuel door and trunk open cables stretch over
time and may not work consistently. I know the trunk cable has adjustment notches than can be
used to tighten up the cable just a little. There are 3 notches. Mine is on the last and next step is
a replaced cable. CV joints go bad eventually on all FWD cars. If you can drive in a tight circle
very slowly in a parking lot first to the left then the right, making a couple circles each way with
the steering wheel turned all the ay to lock, you want to listen for clicking coming from the front
wheel area. If it clicks when doing this, then the CV joints are on their way out. Might last for
many more months or might go the next day. Instrument panel or switch bulbs being blown is
also common. These are pretty old cars. But relacing them is cheap and fairly easy if you are
mechanicallly inclined at all. Caution, some switch bulbs have been discontinued BUT your
local dealer parts person should be able to match up a similar bulb from another application. If
anyone has additional information, corrections, contributions, etc Please post up. The goal is to
build something worthy of Pinning to the top of this Forum for the Del Sol owner or perspective
owner to use as reference. It's not intended as a slam in ANY way of our cars. I love my Del Sol.
It is intended only to inform and assist. You need to add that they are very hard to hold onto!
Since I just sold my second one tonight! In addition to your comments on roof seals. The 93 and
94 model years especially have an endemic problem with water leaking regardless of
maintenance performed on the seals. Brand new cars were known to have been leaking while
still sitting on the dealer parking lot. If you have an opportunity to look you should check the
rust status of the foot wells under the front carpet. I agee it'd be great to check footwells but
most folks are going to get upset if you start pulling up their carpets. You don't necessarily
have to pull up the carpet to look, you just have to look under the seat. Bolts and brackets that
hold down the front corners of the seats will wick the moisture upward. Any car with significant
water intrusion will have surface rust on, in and around the mounting flange. The flange just so
happens to be on top of the carpet. For example, mine had some rust on the bottom of the
outboard drivers side bracket, like you mentioned, but the floor is solid. No rust at all. Just a
thought, but it's the only thing I can think of to explain my slightly rusted seat bracket bottom. I
can't understand how the PO took such good care of the car in every other way, but wore holes
in the carpet due to a lack of floor mats. I used to have a scion but im moving on to the del
sols,ive always liked the body style and t he colors, I should be in it by the end of the week if it
passes inspection from my mechanic friend lol wish me luck,looking foward to being a new del
sol owner. They were replaced under warranty in The car has been undercoated Crown multiple
times, and has never been driven in the snow, or even rain I'm dremelling off the rust, painting
the brackets with a rust-preventitive paint, and replacing the 8 seat bolts with stainless steel
ones. May even fabricate 4 stainless corner pieces. If you are correct, then a good dremelling,
priming, and multiple coats of rust-preventitive paint should do the trick for me. Trailing arm
bushings, as well as various other bushings tend to always need replaced. Let's face it, there's
a lot of high mileage del sols out there. The top rattled quite a bit when driving through
Toronto's exceptionally maintained roads say, like Detroit. Is this common loose body flex or an
indication that there is something else at issue? The car already has a strut tube across the rear
struts, which I assume was installed to deal withbody flex. Is the rattling common? Do I live with
it or are there any "fixes" for that? The rattling of the top is often caused by lack of grease in the
holes that the roof's stainless steel locking pins fit in to. These holes are located near the top
sides of the windshield. Pack them, and the rear ones, with Silicone grease, preferably Shin
Etsu, available from Honda dealerships, and the rattling should completely stop. Can't be of any
help regarding the gearbox, as I have never driven a Miata The gear box specs or engine oil, as I
recall. It would likely improve with a full replacement of synthetic wide range oil ? Another
option is Slick 50 PTFE oil additive based on similar engine weight oil not the manual trans
product with heavy oil base. I'd take the car for a drive immediately after you put S50 in to
prevent the Teflon from settling out too soon before it can get to all the wear surfaces. Drive it
daily if you can for a while to set the stuff right. Warm season is a better time for this too. I was
a S50 distributor before the stuff was put in stores at half the price! Roof seals were supposedly
updated in to stop the leaks. May have to rely on NOS to find them. I am just now encountering
a problem with the door lock on my passenger door. It locks fairly easily but won't unlock.
Where do I lubricate? Inside door latch or rear latch mechanism. Can I lubricate the locking
mechanism without taking the door panel off? Suggested lube? It is in fantastic condition inside
and outside except that the paint on the sails is beginning to deteriorate. The SW Florida sun is
brutal on all plastics. Many here have wells for irrigation and they use non-potable water with
high phosphate content essentially mild phosphoric acid! I also live within about 6 miles from

the Gulf and when a strong storm front with high winds blows in from the Gulf there tends to be
some salt that gets picked up so it gets rinsed off as soon as I get home if I am out when one of
these storms hits. Fortunately, I have frequently maintained my rubber seals Top, doors, trunk
with Shinetzu so I have never had a water problem except when I have parked it with the top off
or the windows down and return literally just a few minutes later to find a very brief tropical
storm has passed by. Some years ago I had some small dents fixed and they removed the sails
to access that area and soon after I discovered a significant water leakage problem so I
replaced the clips and seals on the sails with new ones coated with Shinetzu - problem solved.
My 3rd brake light paint was fading so I replaced it with a new one and also used Shinetzu on
the seals for that so I have no leak issues. I replaced my manual antenna with an electric one
about 10 years ago so I don't have people breaking off my antenna mast anymore! I had another
del Sol and replaced the transmission oil with synthetic and it suddently developed the 3rd gear
glitch after a few weeks. I don't race and don't hard shift so those weren't issues. Later, I was
told that the Honda Oil prevents this. I have replaced the oil in my del Sol with Honda oil not an
aftermarket and no problems with any shifting including 3rd gear in over 10 years of driving! In
real terms, the original Honda bushings just deteriorate with age irrespective of mileage.
Mileage, of course, will prematurely cause the bushings to fail too! My del Sol had less than 70K
miles on it when the struts and bushings were replaced and all the lower bushings, control
arms, etc. At the time, I was told that even if the del Sol had 20K miles or less would need new
bushings, struts, timing belts, other belts and struts after years just because the original
materials deteriorate with age irrespective of mileage. You should add "Every year or Maximum
2 years, the del Sol should have a radiator flush and a brake fluid flush! Brake fluid breaks down
with age and exposure to humidity. When the brake fluid breaks down or absorbs humidity it
loses the ability to protect against corrosion and this usually results in corrosion of the metal
parts of the brake system calipers, master cylinder, proportioning valve, brake lines. This can
be a very expensive repair. Similarly, anti-freeze provides corrosion protection AND lubrication
for the water pump. Especially here in hot SW Florida, anti-freeze breaks down and can lead to
premature water pump failure and radiator failure. This can be a very expensive repair too! Also,
for those low mileage drivers or for vehicles that are stored not driven for weeks or months and
especially in high humidity climates fuel additives to expunge water are necessary. Fuel
contains ethanol. Ethanol absorbs water. Water will corrode your fuel system, particularly the
gas tank and fuel pump. It is never a good idea to let a car sit for any period in any climate with
a partially filled tank because this will increase the absorbtion of water. Again, the corrosion in
gasoline ages and deteriorates with age and humidity. Fuel driers should be used periodically to
remove any built up water in the bottom of the tank and especially if you are in a humid climate
even if you drive every day! Fuel stabilizers should be used if a car is not driven for weeks or
months at a time and you should drive the car long enough that the fuel stabilizer will permeate
the entire fuel system up to and including the injectors. How do you know if you have a
problem, change your fuel filter and look for particles of rust or sludge coming out of it if you
flush it backwards! Hope you all enjoy! You can post now and register later. If you have an
account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Terms of Use
Privacy Policy Guidelines We have placed cookies on your device to help make this website
better. You can adjust your cookie settings , otherwise we'll assume you're okay to continue.
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